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Summary

At the instigation of Foula Heritage, the Bath and Camerton Archaeological

Society undertook an eight day geophysical survey in the region of Harrier, 

on the Shetland island of Foula, during May 2006. The survey was carried out 

using a magnetometer and a twin-probe resistance meter, with ancillary 

measurements of relief obtained by an EDM and a hand held GPS meter. 

The survey was centred on the North Harrier area with a smaller survey 

conducted on Da Heights, a few hundred metres to the north. In addition a 

survey was also carried out at Springs on the northern foreshore, a site 

threatened by coastal erosion. 

The main survey at North Harrier confirmed the presence of buried structures 

in the yard behind Old North Harrier House and burnt mounds in the places 

stated in earlier work. In addition the survey also indicated probable prehistoric

settlements both on the hill slope to the north of Old North Harrier House and 

near the burnt mounds to the west of the Harrier Burn. The flat grass fields 

below Old North Harrier House were found to conceal a very extensive area of

earlier activity. 

The hilltop on Da Heights yielded a probable stone ring, possibly with an outer

ring and both aligned to the winter solstice. There are also indications of a 

building beneath the existing planticrub. 

The coastal survey at Springs was inconclusive.

In all, an area of approximately seven acres (3 hectares) was covered.
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Preface and acknowledgments

A geophysical survey of certain areas of the Shetland island of Foula had been

recommended by Helen Bradley, of Sheffield University, in her recent landscape

study but the Foula Heritage funds were too limited to finance a commercial

team. However in one of those happy coincidences, a former resident of Foula,

now living in Wiltshire, met a member of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological

Society (BACAS), one keen to extend the archaeological knowledge of his home,

the other with access to geophysical surveying. From this, a chain of events

ensued which led to the island hosting the BACAS Geophysical Survey Team in

May 2006.

BACAS is a society of volunteers led by a core of archaeologists and other

experts in their speciality, in particular Jayne Lawes – Director of Excavations, 

Dr John Oswin – Director of Geophysical Survey and Keith Turner our IT expert.

The geophysical survey team, led by Dr John Oswin, has conducted a number of

large area surveys and has gained a high reputation for their work.

The BACAS Geophysical Survey Team use a Magnetometer and a Twin-probe

Resistance Meter. The first detects buried hearths, pits and ditches, whereas the

second detects buried stones and walls. These methods are complementary. The

survey team also use an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM) which enables

detailed contour and positional survey, and a hand held Ground Positioning

System Meter (GPS) for rapid relief surveying.

The BACAS survey team that worked on Foula consisted of six members, the

minimum necessary to operate two instruments simultaneously. The survey team

members were: Owen Dicker, Bridget Hetzel, Jayne Lawes, Margaret Nuth, John

Oswin and Keith Turner. 

The team would like to thank everyone on Foula who provided so warm a 

welcome and assistance. In particular Isobel Holbourn for her wonderful 

hospitality and access to her land, Sheila Gear for the support she gave to the

resistance survey team and Penny Gear for allowing us access to her land. In

addition we would like to thank John Holbourn who not only instigated the 

commission but also transported the survey equipment many hundred miles to

and from Foula. 
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Introduction

Background

There had been significant archaeological field work in Shetland, in the years

leading up to the millennium, but this had mostly excluded Foula. However, this

was rectified by Helen Bradley who undertook a detailed field survey of the

island’s archaeology as part of her MA studies at Sheffield University in 2004. 

Her Foula Landscape Project (FLP) report 2005 and its supplement, recommended 

a geophysical survey of some sites on the island, as the next stage of 

investigation. Foula Heritage was keen to procure such a survey and this 

resulted in the commission of an eight day geophysical survey by the Bath 

and Camerton Archaeological Society Survey Team. 

Location

The island of Foula lies some 25 km (15 miles) southwest of the centre of 

mainland Shetland, at approximately 2o 5' west, 60o 4' north. The island covers

an area approximately 5 km north-south and 3 km east-west. The western side is

mountainous while the eastern side has lower plains and valleys, more suitable

for habitation. The underlying geology on the western side is Old Red Sandstone,

with metamorphic rocks underlying the eastern area.

1
Fig 1: The Shetland island of Foula located 340 km (210 miles) north of Aberdeen.



Fig 2 above: 
The island of Foula with the potential
geophysical survey area at Harrier in the
north, marked in yellow.

Fig 3 right: 
Detail of the Harrier and Da Nort Touns.
The area outlined in red indicates the
line of the dyke and the potential survey
area at North Harrier. The other areas of 
survey – Da Heights and Springs are
underlined.

THE ISLAND OF FOULA
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The area chosen for the main survey was Harrier. In particular, the area above

Old North Harrier House, known as the 'Chapel’ site; the area below Old North

Harrier House, down towards the cairn; and the area extending on the west side

of Harrier Burn, known to include the burnt mounds. The area actually surveyed 

continued some 40 metres south of the cairn and also 40 metres north of the

‘Chapel’ site. On the west side of Harrier Burn, the magnetic survey included 

both burnt mounds, the resistance survey covered only the northern mound.

In addition a separate site was surveyed on Da Heights, some 300 metres

north of Old North Harrier House. This was at the top of the ridge which 

separates Harrier from the northern coastal plain. See page 21.

A further small site was surveyed on the northern foreshore at Springs, where a

possible prehistoric monument was endangered by coastal erosion. See page 34.

The area in the immediate vicinity of Old Harrier House was generally fine

cropped grass, grazed by sheep and ponies, although there were some rougher

areas particularly on the hill slope to the north. The area to the west of the burn

comprised mainly of peat and rough grazing, significantly more difficult underfoot

for surveying. Likewise, the site on Da Heights was peat and rough grazing.

Scope Report

This report relates solely to the geophysical survey carried out by BACAS.

Work carried out by other parties will be discussed only as an aid to interpretation.

It should be noted that a geophysical survey can not indicate the date of an 

anomaly, however a date assumption can often be drawn from the shape and

location of the anomalies.

3
Fig 4: A view of Old North Harrier House, looking south over the survey area.



Survey methodology
Equipment

The Magnetometer

The magnetometer used was a Geoscan FM36 fluxgate gradiometer. This has

two vertically aligned fluxgate magnetic detectors spaced 0.5 metre apart. It 

operates by measuring minute changes in the Earth's magnetic field. Fluxgates

are directional, so it measures only the vertical component of the field, that is the

vector entering the ground and not the component parallel to the ground. This is

entirely suitable for work in northern latitudes. The magnetometer can measure

changes in the Earth's magnetic field to 1 part in 500,000, although it is unwise 

to accept such small changes as evidence of features. It can locate features

down to a depth of typically 1.2 metres. 

Use of the two fluxgates in differential mode makes it insensitive to movement,

but it is very sensitive to the presence of any ferrous metal, whether it be eyelets 

in the boots of the operator, a car ten metres away or discarded iron objects on

or below the ground surface. It also detects interference of the earth’s magnetic

field caused by water flowing in pipes and electrical cables. Signal strengths from

buried features were generally in the range ± 10 nT (Earth’s field is 50,000 nT),

but the proximity of iron could cause signals in excess of 200 nT.

When using the magnetometer BACAS surveyors always carry the instrument

with its data head to the west because possible instabilities in calibration can be

limited by this. The instrument

works rapidly, but requires skillful

handling. 

The principal objective of the

magnetometer is to detect points

where high temperatures have

perturbed the magnetic alignment

of the soils, or to detect points 

that are pits or lines that are 

ditches where topsoil has been

intruded into subsoil levels.   

Fig 5: The BACAS Survey Team 
Director, Dr John Oswin, using the 

Geoscan magnetometer at the Springs 
site on the north eastern coast of Foula.
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The Resistance Meter

The BACAS Survey Team use a TR/CIA twin probe resistance meter. This

device operates by injecting electrical current (i) into the ground via probes and

measuring the voltage (V) across the probes to determine the electrical resistance

(R), R = V/i. The resistance of any soil is determined mainly by its moisture content,

and if there is a large stone close to the probes, its reduced water content gives a

higher resistance. A line of points of higher resistance may represent a stone wall.

The TR/CIA device uses the twin-probe arrangement, whereby current is 

injected into the ground through a probe on the portable frame on which the

meter is mounted, collected on a remote probe and returned to the meter via a

long cable. A second probe on the frame and a second remote probe are used 

to measure voltage. Because the current spreads out as it travels through the

ground, it is only perturbed by stones close to the probes.

The device is simple to use and has good controls, but it is slow, physically 

demanding and hard work to operate. A reading is automatically triggered as the

probes make good ground contact. It can detect objects typically 0.5 meters

below the ground surface. This is compatible with the magnetometer, as the 

latter is usually searching for features sunk into an old landscape, whereas the

resistance meter is looking for features upstanding in the buried landscape. Note

that the resistance meter does not measure absolute resistance, but works from

a set value and compares all other values with this. In the Harrier area, the set

value was 50 ohms, with features recording resistance values up to 120 ohms. 

Fig 6: The BACAS Survey Team using the TR/CIA twin-probe resistance meter.
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The Electronic Distancing Meter (EDM)

The BACAS Survey Team used a Wild 1600 Distomat EDM to survey the 

landscape, buildings, walls and visible features.

The principal area around Old North Harrier House, both the hillside to the

north and the flatter fields to the south were surveyed in detail, but there was no

opportunity to survey the area to the west of Harrier Burn.  A positional survey of

stones was carried out on Da Heights.

Figure 7 illustrates the use of the EDM. The operator lines up the laser head on

the target by means of an adjustable telescope. The laser measures distance to

target and once calibrated the electronic head automatically calculates 

eastings, northings and relative height.

Hand held Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The GPS used by the team was a Garmin Etrex 12 channel hand held device,

set to provide UK grid coordinates and height above Ordnance Data in meters.

Using this device, it was possible to provide a rapid coordinate and height survey

of the entire Harrier site including Da Heights but with limited accuracy. 

Fig 7: The EDM with operator, and assistant holding the target at some distance.
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Grid Layout

Subdivision of the site

In order to do a geophysical survey, the land has to be divided into a grid of

20m squares, preferably aligned north-south.

On the North Harrier site the north wall of the enclosure behind Old North

Harrier House, provided a nominal baseline from which the grid was derived. 

This grid was found to be aligned 350o, 10o west of magnetic north. The point 

20 metres to the south of the baseline, in the entrance way to the yard, was

taken as the reference point, (1000 east, 1000 north). The height of this point

above ordnance datum was measured as 58 metres, using the GPS device.

Grid internal structure

For precision data collection, BACAS uses a standard grid arrangement 

whereby 20 lines are set up south to north, and 40 points are measured in 

each line, giving 800 data points per grid square. The grid squares butt up to

each other ensuring that data points from adjoining squares do not overlap, 

or allow any gaps in data coverage.

It is normal BACAS policy to survey peripheral, incomplete grids with the 

resistance meter. Partial grids are only viable with the magnetometer if there are

400 or more data points to collect, and the area is sufficiently far from interfering

metal objects such as fences. Occasionally, very small areas of a grid will be

undertaken if there is an expectation of finding important features.

Software

'DPlot' software was used to turn the raw coordinate and height data from the

GPS and EDM into the contour maps provided with this report.

Data collected by the magnetometer and resistance meter were downloaded to

a laptop computer equipped with INSITE v3 software for interpreting the results. 

BACAS policy is to present data images for each instrument in greyscale and

also to provide a colour - coded printout of the two surveys overlaid. The colour

coding is red for resistance data and green for the magnetometer.

7
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Fig 8: Magnetometer survey results of North Harrier with visible landmarks annotated.
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The Harrier Site 

Magnetometer survey results and analysis

The magnetometer survey of the Harrier site proved to be the most revealing. 

The description here and in figures 8, 9 and 10 includes features both to the 

east and west of the Harrier Burn.

For the purposes of description, it is easiest to start at the top of the main 

site east of the burn and to work south. Then features will be described west of

the burn, from north to south. Normally, a BACAS survey would have included

the entire area up to the dyke, but this was precluded by the time limit. Grid 

references quoted in square brackets against features in this text can be read

from figure 8, 9 and 10, with the eastings (the first number) along the base and

the northings (the second number) up the side. 

To help with interpretation 

Figure 8   has visible landmarks annotated 

Figure 9   has the survey anomalies highlighted

Figure 10 is the raw survey results 

It is important to note that survey anomalies are always clearer to see on screen

than they appear on the printed page.

East of the burn

The northernmost line of grid squares was on the steep slope above the back

of Old North Harrier House. The irregular striped signal to the west [980, 1050]

corresponds to the position of a burnt mound, but it is aggravated by the presence

of buried galvanised iron, only noticed after the survey. There are signs of circular

features, possibly prehistoric hut circles, immediately to the east of this. Further

east [1030, 1040], some 40 metres away are strong indications of more prehistoric

activity shown as circular anomalies, and these continue downhill on the slope to

the wall at the back of the old house.

In the next lower row of grid squares, a curved line can be seen [980-1020,

1030] which demarks the base of the steep slope and the edge of the relatively

flat platform which forms the 'Chapel’ site behind the old house. The visible mound

on the ‘Chapel’ site mentioned by Bradley (2005 p 49), sits approximately at the

centre of this platform [1010, 1010]. The present yard wall is known to be modern.

The magnetometer plot shows considerable activity on this platform. This could

be interpreted as buildings approximately aligned east-west. These extend to the

north under the modern wall to the edge of the platform and also appear to

9
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Fig 9: The magnetometer survey North Harrier with anomalies highlighted, to aid interpretation.
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For clarity various colours  have  
been used to highlight the survey 
anomalies. However the colours do 
not reference any specific category 
of archaeology. 



extend to the south under the wall of the corn yard suggesting these anomalies

predate any standing wall or buildings. Excavation here could provide evidence

of the chapel. Note this area of activity does not extend westwards into the 

neighbouring enclosure [990, 1010].  

Sadly it was impractical to survey the corn yard because of the quantity of 

surface stone. There are however signs of activity extending south from the corn

yard, although small streams may have contributed to these signals, Interestingly

there are also signs of activity continuing south of the lower house. 

It was expected that there would be some activity in the area previously

described, but the activity in the land surveyed south-east from the lower house,

an area now of flat, well cropped grass was not expected. All of the anomalies in

this area are on a northwest-southeast alignment, similar to the ‘Chapel’ site. 

Immediately east of the lower house is a possible sub-circular ditched 

enclosure [1030-1055, 960-980], approximately 30 metres long and 20 metres

wide, and containing a possible prehistoric hut circle. 

It is important to mention here, that on the eastern edge of the above enclosure,

a rectangular platform [P] can be observed and its location was recorded by the

EDM survey. This platform can be clearly seen as a slightly raised earthwork 

visible in the closely cropped grass. However both the magnetometer and 

resistance surveys recorded nothing at this location, which suggests that the

platform was neither ditched or of stone construction. The narrow rectangular

nature of the platform could suggest a long house or building which may have

been constructed from peat and therefore undetectable by either instrument. 

A limited excavation at this point may help to resolve this feature.

To the north-east of the platform [P], a white patch [1070, 980] [F] shows

where an iron fence stopped magnetometer work. Beyond it to the north-east

there is possible prehistoric activity [1090, 980] on the rough grass slopes which

rise to the new North Harrier House.

To the south, are a number of dark rectangular alignments which look like 

regular foundation trenches [1055, 960]. A broad white sweep, assumed to be 

a later feature, curves through the middle of these [1040-1080, 950], obliterating

other rectangular features that continue south-east under the wire fence. There

are further alignments to the south of this thought to be cultivation terraces,

known as rigs [1100-1140, 920-940] and a curved anomaly can also be seen 

at [1110, 930].
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Fig 10: The magnetometer geophysical survey of North Harrier.
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The damaged cairn recognised by Bradley (2005 p 48) with the planticrub built 

on top is located at [1060, 940]. The planticrub is visible as a white area surrounded

by a strong dark signal [E]. Proximity to a wire fence severely restricted the 

magnetometer survey here. To the south-west of the planticrub are a series of

rectangular alignments oriented northeast-southwest [1040-1060, 925-940].

West of the burn 

The most obvious feature at the north end, is an enclosure, also visible on the

ground [980-1015, 940-970]. There are signs of a small additional yard to the

north-west. Immediately south-east of the fence, the tree planticrub appears as 

a blank space at [1040, 890] [H].

Continuing south-east along the stream, a burnt mound is visible [1060, 870]

[B] as a strong elongated ring. 20 metres south from the burnt mound [1070,

850], a number of strong magnetic anomalies, distinct but not forming a regular

pattern, suggest the presence of settlement, but of unknown date.

Further south-east, along the stream is a kail yard [1095-1120, 815-840] [G]

visible on the ground and showing as three sides of a rectangle on the 

magnetometer survey plot. The black and white lines entering it from the 

southwest are modern water and electricity conduits from South Harrier House,

which cross the burn. Inside the rectangular enclosure, there is evidence of

another structure, possibly a series of post holes in the yard’s southern section.

Continuing south there is evidence of circular enclosures  [1120-1160, 760-800].

Beyond this, the land descends steeply to a fast flowing stream. Surveying here

was limited by precipitous slopes, a planticrub [1160, 755] [L] and the presence

of an old generator shed [K] with much remaining metal. The course of the

stream is indicated by a blue dotted line.

20 metres south-east of this [1180, 750], a strong elliptical area of signal marks

the presence of a second burnt mound [B]. 

13
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Fig 11: Resistance survey with anomalies highlighted and landmarks annotated to aid interpretation.
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Harrier resistance survey results and analysis

The resistance survey of Harrier is shown in figures 11 and 12. Note that 

the survey on the west side of the burn was much less extensive than the 

magnetometer survey, as there was insufficient time to cover all the ground.

Figure 11 shows the survey results with the anomalies highlighted and land 

features annotated to aid interpretation. Figure 12 is raw data.

As with the magnetometer survey, the description will start on the east side and

work from north to south before describing the area west of the burn, again from

north to south. Grid references are given in the text in square brackets.

East of the burn

In the north-west corner, the burnt mound can be seen as an elongated black

mark [970, 1050] [B]. This is on a steep bank above the stream. There is some 

evidence of a line of stone continuing along the bank, but this may be natural,

where the soil is thin. There is no obvious activity extending to the east. Single

black marks may indicate individual naturally occurring stones, which were 

frequently found on this slope.

Continuing south, the line of the flat platform [980-1020, 1025-1035] can be

seen at the base of the steep slope. There is a rectangular structure aligned to 

the northwest but open at the southeast which goes under the modern yard wall.

The mound in the yard [1010, 1010] [M] appears as light shaded, low resistance

ground surrounded by a dark ring of higher resistance. In the entrance to the

yard, strong east-west lines may indicate the continuation of a building from the

walls of the Corn yard [D]. As with the magnetometer survey no attempt was

made to survey inside the Corn yard because of the quantity of surface stone.  

Wet ground below Old North Harrier House [A] is indicated by the pale area

[1035, 990] while dark areas to the east [1040, 990] and [1060-1100, 990] 

indicate outcrops of rock. The second of these has a wire fence along it. There is a

possible sub-circular feature at the eastern end of the second of these [1105, 980].

Below the second outcrop, lines show a large rectangular enclosure some 

20 metres wide aligned to the northwest [1050-1125, 905-990]. This is also the

area of intense activity shown on the magnetometry survey. South of the fence, the

enclosure appears to continue with a faint south-western boundary and with the

north-eastern boundary aligned on the modern fence. The line of the southwest wall

is interrupted, where a portion of a grid was not measured, however, the line can

be seen continuing in the grid below. The anomalies crossing this enclosure

appear to be previous field system boundaries known locally as rigs that have

15
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Fig 12: Resistance survey raw data with minimal landscape additions.
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been ploughed out in recent times. These are indicated on the map as dotted

lines aligned northeast-southwest on the north side of the cairn

The cairn [1060, 940] [E] with the planticrub on top is seen as a distinct dark

area. There appears to be a rectangular structure within these higher readings.

West of the burn

The enclosure at the north of the area west of the burn is clearly visible at

[980-1010, 945-980] as a mixture of black (buried stone) and white (where stone

on the surface prevented readings). There appears to be a faint subdivision in the

middle of the yard [990, 970]. There are signs of other walls [980, 965] and [990,

950] joining the western wall of the yard.

A wall crosses the area [980-1020, 925-935]. High readings either side of this
wall appear to sweep across the site and are most likely to be natural. South of
this, a modern fence [980-1020, 910] has truncated the readings. To the south of
the fence, the circular tree planticrub can be seen as a blank space [1040, 890] [H].

To the south-east [1070, 870] [B], a burnt mound can be seen as a rather
ragged black feature. A series of faint parallel lines from [1020-1065, 840-880]
are taken to be modern drainage. 
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Fig 13: A composite picture of North Harrier, with the resistance survey results in red and the 
magnetometry survey in green, superimposed on each other and with the land contours added.
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Assessment of Harrier survey results

The geophysical survey at Harrier successfully showed that this area is rich in

archaeology. Geophysics can only show the outline of the buried remains but it is

possible to suggest whether they are of historic or prehistoric date by their

shape. In this report we have interpreted the anomalies according to whether the

shapes are rectangular and historic or curved and prehistoric. However 

excavation is always necessary to show the exact nature and date of any buried

remains.

A composite picture of the magnetometer and resistance survey results with

the map contours is shown in figure 13. 

In the area around Old Harrier House the resistance survey successfully 

located the presence of complex rectangular structures around the possible

‘Chapel’ site which continue under the buildings, but not to the west. From the

work already done by Helen Bradley (2005) we could see the complicated series

of walls and possible buildings in the area of the Corn yard. There may well be a

chapel here, reflecting the tradition of the site name. It would be interesting to

carry out an excavation in this area. 

The magnetometer survey in this area also revealed the location of a platform

enclosure behind old North Harrier House, in which the above mentioned 

buildings were located, and on the hillside above there are indications of possible

prehistoric settlement. 

The magnetometer result, in the area to the southeast of Old North Harrier

House was particularly interesting as that survey detected ditched enclosures

and may have revealed some of the much earlier prehistoric activity inferred by

the presence or the burnt mounds and the cairn. More work on the west side of

the burn also revealed probable prehistoric occupation, particularly between the

burnt mounds in this area. 

The rectangular platform [P] that appears in the landscape as a slightly 
raised earthwork and was located by the EDM survey, is also worthy of more 
investigation even though it did not appear on either of the magnetometer or
resistance surveys. The narrow rectangular nature of the platform could suggest
a long house or building which may have been constructed from peat and 
therefore undetectable by either instrument. A limited excavation at this point
may help to resolve this feature.

This was a very successful survey despite the difficult terrain encountered in

the north and west of this area.
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Fig 14:
The Da Heights, 
magnetometer 
survey. Note to  
aid interpretation  
this survey has  
been superimposed  
onto the EDM survey 
grid, that plots 
the location of the 
Da Heights stones.

Fig 15:
The Da Heights, 
magnetometer 
survey with 
anomalies 
highlighted to 
aid interpretation.
Note the colours of 
the anomalies do 
not reference to any
specific category of
archaeology.

A- Planticrub
B- Water tank 

B

A
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The Da Heights site

Magnetometer survey results and analysis

Originally, a block of twelve grids, three north by four west, was laid out over

the top of the Da Heights ridge. Two grids were added in the south - east corner

to cover a low peat mound and a possible dyke leading away from it. A further

row of grids was then added to the south, so that eighteen grid squares were 

laid out in all. The plot is shown as figures 14 and 15.

The large metal water tank and a metal broadband receiver, on top of 

the ridge, were conveniently located inside one grid so, because of the 

magnetometer’s aversion to metal, this grid [100,100] was not surveyed.

This magnetometer survey revealed four interesting features that have been

highlighted in figure 15. The most obvious is an extensive ditch running in a

curve [145, 80 - 120, 60 - 80, 70] under the south side of the ridge, it can be

seen as a broad light band. It possibly continues round [70, 80 - 75, 110] but 

only as a faint signal.

The smaller circular anomaly centred on the south east corner of the missing

grid is a magnetometer reaction to the metal water tank. There are a few dark

anomalies, possible pits at [95, 120] and the peat mound has left a faint trace at

[155, 60]. There are also faint circular anomalies clustered within the ditched

enclosure which could be hut circles. [100-120, 80-90],

Note, the long dotted lines running northeast [110,110 to 130,130] and 

northwest [90,110 to 70,130] from the water tank are the course of modern water

pipes, whereas the dotted line in the southeast grid is possibly a calibration error.
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Fig 16:
The Da Heights, 
resistance survey. To aid 
interpretation this survey  
has been superimposed  
onto the EDM survey grid 
that plots the location of 
the Da Heights stones.

Fig 17:
The Da Heights, 
resistance survey  
with anomalies 
highlighted to 
aid interpretation.  
Note the colours 
of the anomalies 
do not reference 
to any specific 
category of  
archaeology.
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Da Heights resistance survey results and analysis

The resistance survey worked a similar area as the magnetometer but includes

the centre grid around the water tank and planticrub. Time did not permit the 

survey of the two grids in the southwest corner. The resistance survey is shown

in figures16 and 17.

The hilltop of Da Heights is covered with what appear to be random large

stones however while we were carrying out the geophysical surveys we couldn’t

help but observe that some of the stones appeared to be set in curved lines.

Further investigation of the hilltop suggested that there were large stones on

approximately the main compass bearings and possibly a second curved line of

stones may form an outer circle. This observation merited an EDM survey of the

area to plot the position of the various stones. See figure 18.

In the resistance survey results, figure 14 the white patches are where stones

are present on the surface, the dark patches indicate stone buried but near the

surface. This is not surprising as the soil would be denuded on the slope around

the ridge. However, the flat area at the summit of Da Heights appears as a light

area of relatively low resistance. This can be accounted for by the presence of

moss and poor drainage.

Careful scrutiny of the survey results around the edge of this low resistance

area suggests a number of buried stones which appeared as dark dots, and as

blank white dots where they broached the surface. These appeared to form a ring. 

One other major feature at Da Heights is the rectangular shape of a probable 

building aligned east-west and extending both to the north, south and east

beyond the rectangular planticrub. This suggests that the planticrub, known 

locally as Tamson’s Crub, sits over an earlier building [90, 110]. 

There is also an indication of a possible dyke heading to a rectangular feature
at [110, 95].
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Fig 18: Surface stone locations, close to the summit of Da Heights, plotted by the EDM. 
Local information since this survey suggests that the line of stones heading towards the south 
west have been machine excavated recently to provide a trench for pipes.
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Da Heights EDM survey results and analysis

Figure 18 shows the results of the EDM survey of the visible stones close to

the summit of at Da Heights. However since the survey, it has been recognised

that the line of stones to the south west were in fact the result of pipe excavation. 

Figure 19 below shows the EDM survey minus the newly excavated south west

line of stones, superimposed onto the magnetometer survey. An initial glance at

the survey results suggests that many of the stones appear to be placed in an

oval or egg shaped outline.

Further research has in fact proved that there are many such elliptical or egg

shaped stone rings throughout the British Isles including three in Shetland, Burl

(2005). The starting point of our research was Wood (1978) who built on the

work of Thom (1967) explaining the theory of megalithic mathematics and how 

it is used to create these egg shaped stone rings. 
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Fig 19: 
The significant 
surface stones   
as located on 
the EDM 
Survey marked 
in red, and 
superimposed  
onto the 
magnetometer  
survey.



Wood also suggests that while some circular stone rings are Neolithic, the

more interesting shaped rings including the egg shapes are most likely dated

later to early Bronze Age, later than 2000BC. According to Wood (1978 p 53)

stone rings have been found in the ratio of two thirds pure circles with the other

third made up of flattened circles, ellipses and egg shaped rings of the Thom

Type l and ll categories. 

Egg shaped rings can be found at Cairnpapple Hill, West Lothian; Clava in

Inverness; Castlerigg in Cumbria; Burugh Hill in Roxburghshire; and the famous

Woodhenge in Wiltshire. Three Thom Egg Type ll egg shaped rings, with an

almost identical shape to the suggested stone ring at Da Heights, can be found

at the Hurlers on Bodmin Moor in Cornwall; Buckland Ford on Dartmoor and

Borrowstone Rig, near the town of Lauder in Berwickshire. (Wood 1978 p 46)

In chapter two Wood uses the Borrowstone Rig plan to demonstrate its 

geometry and construction based on the 3:4:5 triangle but minimally adapted so

that the triangle is not right-angled to provide a better fit and gives the additional

sophistication of the circumference of the smaller circle passing through the centre

of the larger one. Figure 20 is Wood’s diagram to illustration the theory.

Figure 21 calculated and drawn by Keith Turner provides the key to how the same

shape can be constructed simply by drawing a small and large circle in the ratio of 

5 to 8 without any understanding of the use of the 3:4:5 triangles. The measurements

BC and EC are the same, as they are the radius of the small circle (5 units). 

DA is the same as EC, as they form parallel sides of a rectangle. DA (5 units)

added to AB (3 units) equals 8 units, and is the radius of the larger circle. 

The construction of the egg shaped ring is straightforward. See figure 22. The

alignment or axis of the egg shape is fixed by an initial line drawn to point at a

specific feature. The small circle (with a radius of 5 units) is marked out with its 
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Fig 20 left: Wood's diagram of the geometry and construction of Borrowstone Rig. 
Fig 21 right: BACAS illustration proving that the same shape can be contracted from two circles. 



centre on the axis line. The second, larger circle (with a radius of 8 units) takes 

its centre point where the outer edge of the small circle intercepts the axis line. The

two circles are then joined together by two short lines to form the egg shape.

Figure 23 shows how the proportions and shape of the Borrowstone Rig 

overlay and match several of the stones at Da Heights and that the same outline,

increased in size, matches the position of several more stones, to suggest that a

second outer ring may exist at Da Heights. 

But what of the alignment of this double ring at Da Heights? The Borrowstone

Rig is aligned to the northwest, to the midsummer sunset see figure 20. The 

Da Heights egg shaped ring has the narrow end pointing to the southeast! 

Fig 22: 
Illustrates the 
simple construction
of the egg shape,
drawing two circles
in the ratio of 5:8
along an axis line.

Fig 23: 
The stones at Da
Heights with the
outline of the
Borrowstone Rig
super imposed on
top. The additional
blue circles are
buried stones 
identified from the
resistance survey.
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When the Azimuth (the angle of the arc of the sun, on the horizon) was

checked for midsummer and midwinter sunrise and sunset for the location of 

Da Heights we were amazed to find the following:

Midsummer sunrise   34.41o Midwinter sunrise 138.93o

Midsummer sunset 325.58o Midwinter sunset  219.3o

Further checking of this information suggested that we should recalculate the

mid winter sunrise position to take account that Da Heights is 90m above sea level.

The new value is 139° 43' 6" and our research suggests that it only varies by a

degree or two over the millennia, in the region of 1.4° during the last 4000 years.

The Da Heights egg shaped stone ring, as shown in figures 23 and 24, is

aligned on or very close to 139o - the midwinter sunrise. This alignment to the 

midwinter sunrise does not look like a coincidence, particularly as neither the

axis or the rings appear to fit the contours of the hill.

MS SR
34.41o

MW SR
138.93o- 140o

MW SS
219.3o

MS SS
325.58o

Fig 24:  
The angle of 

alignment to the
midwinter and 

midsummer 
sunrise and 

sunset taken from 
a significant  

interception point
on the line of axis.
Other points along

the axis would give
different results.
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Interpretation of the possible stone ring

The EDM survey of Da Heights took place at the very end of our visit. Our 

concern was to record the position of the stones near the hill top to see if they fell

into any recognisable pattern. Because of the time factor, the size and shape of

the stones were not measured and so in the following Best Fit and Geometric Fit

diagrams figures 25 and 26, the stones were taken to be 50cm across.

Much of the discovery and analysis has only happened after leaving Foula, so it

has not been possible to check the data and repeat any measurement. This is a

regret and all the BACAS team feel that this site merits a further detailed survey. 

Best Fit option

By aligning the orientation of both these rings on the same axis and adjusting

size and relative position, an arrangement was achieved which gave the best fit

for the stones, see figure 25. Note these rings are not concentric. 

Fig 25: 
The outline of 
the two egg  
shaped rings  
superimposed 
on the stones 
to give the best 
match or Best  
Fit. Note these 
two rings are 
not concentric.
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Geometric Fit option
It was noticed that there appeared to be an almost Geometrical symmetry

between the two rings. So a second set of rings was constructed. In this set, the 

geometrical relationship was taken to be that the inner ring was five eighth's of

the size of the outer ring and that they were aligned so that the two larger circles

were concentric. This is shown in figure 26.

Fig 26: The outline of the two egg shaped rings superimposed on the stones to give a neat
Geometric Fit. In this instance the two larger rings are concentric.
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Comparison of the Best Fit and Geometric Fit methods

Of the 48 visible stones close to the stone ring structure, on the Best Fit 

diagram 25 of these stones lie within one metre of the two rings, twelve lie 

within one to two metres and five lie within two to three metres. This means that

of all the stones which were thought to have the possibility of significance, 87%

lie within three metres of the rings. Only six stones lie outside these limits and

they are all within five metres of the rings.

On the Geometric Fit diagram 26 stones lie within one metre of the two rings,

six lie within one to two metres and eight lie within two to three metres.

There appears to be little to choose between these methods and so it would

be logical to assume that the rings are geometrically significant.

Revised construction of the concentric egg shaped rings

At this stage, with the understanding that the egg shaped rings may possibly

be concentric in the ratio of 5 to 8 and created by circles in the ratio of 5 to 8 the

construction of the Da Heights ring has an extraordinary symmetry, since the small

circle of the larger, outer egg is the same size as the large circle of the inner egg.

See figure 27 below. This makes for a remarkably simple construction without the

need for the knowledge of right angled triangles as suggested by Thom (1967).  

Fig 27: Construction method of the Da Heights egg shaped rings demonstrating extraordinary
simplicity and symmetry.

1 2

3 4
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To construct the Da Heights egg shaped rings:

1 Draw a line AB along the required line of alignment for the completed ring.  

Then draw two concentric circles C1 and C2 of radius 64 units and 40 units

2 At point D, where the circle C2 intersects the axis draw circle C3 also of the   

radius 40 units

3 At a point 25 units from A draw a circle C4 with a radius of 25 units.

4 Finally join circle C1 to C3 and Circle C2 to C4.

Units of measurement

The circles to construct the Da Heights ring are in the ratio of 64; 40; 25

where the 64 unit measurement (the radius of the largest circle) approximates to

30 metres. We have attempted to equate these measurements to Thom’s 

megalithic yard, 1 megalithic yard = 0.829m, but they are not closely matched.

However they may correspond to the megalithic rod (Thom and Thom, 1978,

p76). 2.5 megalithic yards = 1 megalithic rod = 2.073 metres = 100 megalithic

inches!

Further calculations need to be made after the stones have been surveyed

again.

The measurements of the Da Heights egg shaped rings are:

Inner ring short axis 40m long axis 45m

Outer ring short axis 60m long axis 70m
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Assessment of the Da Heights survey results
It is known that there is a considerable amount of natural stone occurring at 

Da Heights, the modern excavation of the pipe trench proved this. However our
initial surveys of Da Heights suggests that the stones could form a possible
Neolithic or Bronze Age double stone ring of the Thom Egg Type ll category,
aligned to the midwinter sunrise. 

In addition, the resistance survey suggests that there appears to be a stone
built construction under the rectangular planticrub inside the inner stone ring and
the Magnetometer survey suggests that there may be an enclosure ditch.

The significance of our findings at Da Heights has convinced us that further
research at this site should be carried out. In particular:

1  Another thorough EDM survey should be done to locate every stone in the 
survey area and include the locally known cairn in the vicinity of the site.

2  Each stone needs to be numbered, measured and photographed to link it 
into the survey. A scale drawing of each stone should also be considered.  

3  The contours of the hill top need to be surveyed and added to the stone 
survey to increase our understanding of the site. This will also help with the 
investigation of sight lines in the ring.

4  An investigation needs to be made of the position of various stones and 
their angle of alignment with the rising and setting sun and moon on
significant days in the calendar, and with visible points in the landscape.    
There are eight construction points on the line of axis that could be 
significant as a viewing platform. The angle of alignment or sight would be 
different from each one. They all merit investigation. This survey would best 
be carried out close to the midwinter and midsummer solstices.

5  Several core samples of the soil/peat inside and outside the ring should be   
taken to ascertain the original ground level and calculate the build-up over   
the last 4,000 years. This would help to show how much of the stones were 
originally visible above the ground.

6  It would be helpful to determine the depth of the buried stones. This could  
perhaps be carried out with a probe.

All of the above are non invasive and would not cause any damage to the site.
In addition to the above it would be helpful to: 

7  Excavate a number test pits. At least one should be near to the stones to 
confirm findings from the probe survey and also to create the possibility of   
collecting dating evidence; another should be close to the rectangular 
planticrub to establish if there is a building beneath it; a third over the 
possible ditch and perhaps a fourth and fifth over one of the circular 
anomalies and the pits.
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The Site at Springs
A small site thought to be a prehistoric roundhouse at Springs, on the north

coast of the island, was surveyed on the final afternoon of the visit using the

magnetometer and resistance meter. The site was at grid reference 96538, 41021

approximately 0.5 km east of Freyers. It was constrained on the south by a fence

and on the north by the cliff edge, which is crumbling, and may lead soon to the

loss of this site. A small, incomplete circle of flat stones is visible in the ground.

Only two grids could be surveyed in this space. The top line was set along the
edge of the cliff, with the base line of the second square (which contained the
feature) truncated by the fence line. 

A small stream ran through the site at the join of the two grids. In places the banks
were too soft to stand on and so some dummy readings had to be introduced. On
setting up the resistance meter, the ground resistance was found to be much lower
than at the Harrier sites. This could be due to soil saturation and salinity.

Fig 29: The site at Springs, with the grids set at the very edge of the low cliff above the beach. 

Fig 28: Members of the team standing on stones in the ring, to highlight its location. The
red dotted line has been placed outside the ring of stones, to aid interpretation.
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Magnetometer survey of the Springs site results and analysis

Figure 30 above shows the magnetometer survey results. There is a sharp line

running north - south just to the east of  the stream. There is significant activity

on the eastern side, over the site, but there is no clear image. There may be a

circle approximately 5 metres in diameter at the centre of the eastern grid square,

but it is partially obscured. There is possibly a curved row of post holes to the

north of this, midway to the present cliff edge, see figure 31 below.

Fig 30: The results of the two grid magnetometry survey.

Fig 31: The results of the two grid magnetometry survey with the anomalies highlighted.

Bath and Camerton Archaeology Society 2006
Springs, Foula, Shetland islands
Magnetometer Survey
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Resistance survey of the Springs site results and analysis

Figure 32 above shows the results of the resistance survey. The stream

appears as a vertical dark line except where dummy readings were used. The

curving black patch to the east of this corresponds with some activity on the 

magnetometer survey, but may just be a geological feature. There are signs of a

possible incomplete ring of stones, see figure 33 below, but this is to the north

of the circular feature described by the magnetometer.

Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society 2006
Springs, Foula, Shetland islands
Resistance Survey

Fig 32: The results of the two grid resistance survey at Springs.

Fig 33: The results of the two grid resistance survey at Springs with the anomaly highlighted.

Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society 2006
Springs, Foula, Shetland islands
Resistance Survey
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Assessment of the Springs survey results

The results of the Springs surveys are somewhat inconclusive. It is possible

that the conductive soil masked any stone features. It is best that a watch is kept

on the site as further collapse of the cliff face may provide the opportunity to

observe features hidden at the present. Collapse or erosion will of course also

be their destruction. 

If the team visit Foula again it would be worth while conducting an EDM survey

of the stone ring feature so that it can be superimposed on the geophysical 

survey results to give a clearer understanding of the site.
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Report conclusions and recommendations

The team spent eight days on Foula and were able to cover quite a sizeable

area. The object and aims of the survey were to reinforce the work already carried

out by Helen Bradley and to test whether geophysical survey would reveal 

hidden archaeology. In both these respects the visit was of immense success.

When surveying a new location there is always a concern that the equipment

will perform adequately. In the case of the island of Foula there were two 

particular reservations. One, that the underlying geology would not be magnetic

enough for the magnetometer and the other that the peat would be too deep for

the resistance meter.  We were pleased to find that neither of these reservations

applied and that both machines achieved successful results.

Survey of Harrier

In the area around Old Harrier House the resistance survey successfully 

located the presence of complex rectangular structures around the possible

‘Chapel’ site which continue under the buildings, but not to the west. From the

work already done by Helen Bradley (2005) we could see the complicated

series of walls and possible buildings in the area of the Corn yard. There may

well be a chapel here, reflecting the tradition of the site name. It would be 

interesting to carry out an excavation in this area. 

The magnetometer survey in this area also revealed the location of a platform

enclosure behind old North Harrier House, in which the above mentioned 

buildings were located, and on the hillside above there are indications of 

possible prehistoric settlement. 

The magnetometer result, in the area to the southeast of Old North Harrier

House was particularly interesting as that survey detected ditched enclosures

and may have revealed some of the much earlier prehistoric activity inferred by

the presence or the burnt mounds and the cairn. More work on the west side of

the burn also revealed probable prehistoric occupation, particularly between the

burnt mounds in this area. 

The rectangular platform [P] that appears in the landscape as a slightly 
raised earthwork and was located by the EDM survey, is also worthy of more 
investigation even though it did not appear on either of the magnetometer or
resistance surveys. The narrow rectangular nature of the platform could suggest
a long house or building which may have been constructed from peat and 
therefore undetectable by either instrument. A limited excavation at this point
may help to resolve this feature.
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Survey of Da Heights

The survey of Da Heights was very interesting for different reasons.  Although

neither of the geophysical instruments were particularly responsive on this site

the EDM survey proved of great value. 

It is known that there is a considerable amount of natural stone occurring at 
Da Heights, the modern excavation of the pipe trench proved this. However our
initial surveys of Da Heights suggests that the stones could form a possible
Neolithic or Bronze Age double stone ring of the Thom Egg Type ll category,
aligned to the midwinter sunrise. 

In addition, the resistance survey suggests that there appears to be a stone
built construction under the rectangular planticrub inside the inner stone ring and
the Magnetometer survey suggests that there may be an enclosure ditch.

The significance of our findings at Da Heights has convinced us that further
research at this site should be carried out. In particular:

1  Another thorough EDM survey should be done to locate every stone in the 
survey area and include the locally known cairn in the vicinity of the site.

2  Each stone needs to be numbered, measured and photographed to link it 
into the survey. A scale drawing of each stone should also be considered.  

3  The contours of the hill top need to be surveyed and added to the stone 
survey to increase our understanding of the site. This will also help with the 
investigation of sight lines from the ring.

4  An investigation needs to be made of the position of various stones and 
their angle of alignment with the rising and setting sun and moon on
significant days in the calendar, and with visible points in the landscape.    
There are eight construction points on the line of axis that could be 
significant as a viewing platform. The angle of alignment or sight would be 
different from each one. They all merit investigation. This survey would best 
be carried out close to the midwinter and midsummer solstices.

5  Several core samples of the soil/peat inside and outside the ring should be   
taken to ascertain the original ground level and calculate the build-up over   
the last 4,000 years. This would help to show how much of the stones were 
originally visible above the ground.

6  It would be helpful to determine the depth of the stones. This could perhaps 
be carried out with a probe.

All of the above are non invasive and would not cause any damage to the site.
In addition to the above it would be helpful to: 

7  Excavate a number test pits. At least one should be near to the stones to 
confirm findings from the probe survey and also to create the possibility of   
collecting dating evidence; another should be close to the rectangular 
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planticrub to establish if there is a building beneath it; a third over the 
possible ditch and perhaps a fourth and fifth over one of the circular 
anomalies and the pits.

This site deserves more investigation, the results of the BACAS surveys and

continuing research have made for interesting speculation which we would like

to resolved with further work as outlined above.

Survey of Springs

The results of the Springs surveys are somewhat inconclusive. It is possible

that the conductive soil masked any stone features. It is best that a watch is

kept on the site as further collapse of the cliff face may provide the opportunity

to observe features hidden at the present. Collapse or erosion will of course

also be their destruction. 

If the team visit Foula again it would be worth while conducting an EDM survey

of the stone ring feature so that it can be superimposed on the geophysical 

survey results to give a clearer understanding of the site.

In conclusion

This report, outlining the results of the BACAS surveys, has revealed much of

the hidden, early settlement at the northern end of the island. It is recommended

that a much fuller programme of geophysical survey and excavation should be

carried out to enhance the current understanding of the island’s archaeology

and give the Islanders and visitors a better understanding of the rich heritage 

of Foula.  
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Glossary

Burnt Mounds: ‘Grass covered mounds of burnt stones alongside a source of

water. Thought perhaps to be places where communal cooking took place.’

Helen Bradley (2005)

Cairn: A mound of stones used as a memorial, landmark or burial place.

Corn yard: ‘A high walled area used for storing scroos of corn.’ John Holbourn

Cruie: ‘A stone pen where sheep are gathered to be shorn or to have the lambs

separated from their mothers.’ Helen Bradley (2005)

Dyke: A wall built with turf and or stone, used to divide the landscape.

Kail yard: ‘A cultivation area surrounded by stone walls, similar to a planticrub

but larger. On Foula it is specifically for growing Shetland Kale which is a salt

resistant variety.’ John Holbourn

Planticrub: A small walled enclosure built of turf or stone, used for growing

crops such as cabbages or trees.

Rig: ‘An area of cultivated land of up to one and a half acres, surrounded by a

ditch, bank, wall or any combination of the three.’ John Holbourn.
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